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Several sufncient conditions are shown which guarantee that the additional points of the 
spectrum of an operátor T = U + V generated as a sum of a selfadjoint bounded linear operátor V 
and a compact perturbation U are located outside the circle {X : \X\ ̂  r(V)}, where r(V) is the 
spectral rádius of V. In particular, a condition is presented under which the intersection of the 
spectrum <r(T) and the set {X : \X\ = r(T)} contains exactly one point. A conterexample is 
constructed which shows that in generál none of additional points of o(U+V) lies outside the 
circle {X : \X\ = r(V)}. 

OpeATOJIbMOBbl TOHKH OrpaHHHeHHbIX JIHHeHHblX OnepaTOpOB C KOMnaKTHblMH B03MVIHe-
HHHMH. B craTbe coflepnoiTCH HecKojibKo AOcraTo^Hbrx VCJIOBHH rapaHTHpyiorHHX cjie îryiouryK) 
crpyKTypy cneKTpa a(T) onepaTopa T,KOTopbiň HBJIHCTCH cyMMoií orpaHH^eHHoro caMoeonpH>KěH-
Horo onepaTopa V H KOMnaKTHoro jiHHeiíHoro B03MymeHHH U: Bce TOHKH fi e <r(T), H KOTopwe Haxo-
AHTCH BHe Kpyra {X : \X\ ^ r(V;}, r^e r(V) cneKTpajibHbiň paflHyc onepaTopa V, HBJIHIOTCH 
nojnocaMH pe30jibBeHTHoro onepaTopa {XI — T)-1. Bojiee Tóro, MHo>KecTBO TOHCK u e #(T), 
|u | > r(V), Henycro H He 6onee neM CHCTHO. ECTI, yKa3aHbi ycnoBHH, BbinojiHeHHe KOTopbix 
BJieMěT 3a co6oň, HTO {/I eo(T) : |,u| = r(T) > r(V)} coAep>KHT eAHHCTBeHHyio To*n<y /* == r(T) . 
nocrpoeH npHMep — noKa3braaK>iirHH, tn-o 6e3 HeKOTopbix flonojiHHTejibHbix npeAnojio>KeHHH, 
MHOH<ecTBO {fi e<r(T) : |u | > r(V)}, r^e T == U-\- V H ryje UHV no,a:*raHHK)TCH npHBeAéHHbíM 
Bbíme ycjiOBHHM, nycro. 

Fredholmovy body ohraničených lineárních operátorů s kompaktními poruchami. Obsahem 
článku je několik postačujících podmínek zaručujících, že některé body spektra operátoru T, který 
vznikl jakožto součet samoadjungovaného ohraničeného lineárního operátoru V a kompaktní 
lineární poruchy U, leží vně kruhu {X : \X\ ̂  KV)}, kde r(V) značí spektrální poloměr ope
rátoru V, T = U-f V. Je též ukázána podmínka, při jejímž splnění průnik spektra or(T) a mno
žiny {X : \X\ = r(T)} obsahuje právě jeden bod. Je též sestrojen příklad, který ukazuje, že obecně 
žádný bod spektra operátoru T = U+ V neleží vně kruhu {X : \X\ ^ r(V)}. 

One of the celebrated-Weyťs theorems says [10, p. 395] that a bounded linear 
šelf adjoint operátor V and the operátor T = U + V, where U is any compact 
symetrie operátor háve the samé limit spectra La(T) = La(V). As usual, we say 
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that a spectral point X belongs to the limit spectrum La(A) of a linear operator A 
in a Banach space X, if X has at least one of the three properties: 

a) X belongs to the continuous spectrum Ca(A); 
b) X is a limit point of the point spectrum Pa(A); 
c) X is an eigenvalue having infinite multiplicity. 

A description of the spectrum of T = U + V, where V is a self-adjoint 
operator and U a compact, generally nonsymetric, operator on a Hilbert space ip, 
is given by Gochberg and Krein in [1], Theorem 5.1. Neither of the results by Weyl 
nor by Gochberg and Krein gives information concerning the existence of Fredholm 
points in the spectrum of T. In particular, information is needed concerning the 
structure of the peripheral part of the spectrum. In some problems of neutron 
transport theory [3] and reactor physics [9] it is very important to know that the 
peripheral spectrum is discrete and contains only isolated poles of the resolvent 
operator. Such behaviour of the peripheral spectrum also has quite interesting con
sequences concerning some spectral properties for certain classes of cone pre
serving operators [4], [8]. 

The aim of this note is to show several simple sufficient conditions upon 
operators V and U each of which guarantees that the peripheral spectrum of 
U + V contains only isolated poles of the resolvent operator R(X, U + V) = 
= (XI- u-vyi. 

Let 9) be a real Banach space, 9)' its dual and [?)] the space of linear endo-
morphisms of 3) into 3). If y e 3) and \\y\\y is the norm of y in $ , then 
/ = sup {|/(*)| :xe% |M|„ = 1, ||Fib] = sup {\\Txh :xe% \\x\\v ^ 1}. 

We assume that ft is a generating and normal cone in ?), i.e. 

(a) ft + ft <= ft, 
(0) aft c ft, a ^ 0, a real, 
GO ft0(-t) = {0}, 
(6) ft - ft = % 
(e) 3d > 0 : V x,y e ft => \\y + j!||?) ^ d\\x\\v, 

(rj) xn e ft, ||xn — x\\$ -* 0 => x e ft. 

It follows from (a) — (rj) that 
ft' = { y e f ) ' : ( M ' ) ^ 0 v^eft j 

is a cone in SJ)' and ft' fulfils (a) — (?/). 
In the case that s2) is a Hilbert space we denote the inner product in ^ by 

(x,y), x,y e?) and we denote the space by the a symbol § . We also consider 
the dual Jp' as identical with § associating to every y' e $$' the representative 
yy' e § according to the Riesz theorem: y'(x) = (x,yr). 

We call an operator T e [$] positive [2] (more precisely ft-positive) if Tx e ft 
whenever x e ft; a positive operator T is called indecomposable (originally 
introduced in [11] and called there semi-non-support operator), if to every pair 
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x e St \ 0, x' e $ ' \ 0 there corresponds a positive integer p =p(x, x') such that the 
value X'(TPX) = (T^x, xf) is positive. 

An indecomposable operator T is called ft-primitive if there is a positiv 
integer p0 such that <Ti>x, x') > 0 for p ^ />0, where * e S ? \ 0 and x' e $ ' \ 0 
(originally such an operator was in [11] named non-support operator). 

We say that y is a quasiinterior element of the cone $ if (y, x') > 0 
for all x ' e f i ' \ 0 . A linear form x' e k' is called strictly positive if <x, x') > 0 
for all xe ft\0. 

We denote by SJ) the complex extension of $ , i.e. z e $) if and only if 
# = x + iy, where x,y e SJ), and i2 = — 1. The norm in ?) is defined by 

||s||$j = sup {||* cos & + y sin &\\v : 0 ^& ^ In}. 
If s2) = £) is a Hilbert space then SJ) also may have Hilbert space structure 

(z, w)l = [(x, u)§ + (y, v)$] + i[(y, u)$ — (x, v)$], where * = x + iy, 
w — u + iv, x,y,u,ve ^). 

Let r e [ f ) ] . We let f s = Tx + iTy for z = x + iy, x,y es2) and call f 
the complex extension of T. 

Let o-(r) be the spectrum of f and r(f) = sup {|A| : X eo(T)} its spectral 
radius. By definition we set o(T) = o(T) and r(F) = r(T). 

Let r e [ $ ] . Then the set TZO(T) = {A eo-(F) : |A| = r(F)} is never empty 
and we call it the peripheral (part of the) spectrum of T. 

Our first criterion requires no restriction upon the space s2). 
Theorem 1. Let U and V, both in [s3)], be it-positive operators. Let U be 

compact and Q > r(U+V). Let us assume that for every e>0 there exists a 
vE e SI' such that 

[ 
R(Q> V') v'E = ——"~(v\ v'e + w'ey w'e + V£Ve e ft'' Tev'e ~ w'e G *1'5 where v 

Q r{ v ) 

and r are positive numbers independent of e. Furthermore, let there exist a d > 0 
independent of e and x that for every sufficiently small e > 0 the following relation 

(UR(Q,U)X, v'E)^d(x,v') 

holds for all x e $. Then the peripheral spectrum no(T), where T = U + V, 
contains only isolated poles of the resolvent operator R(X, T) = (XI — F)-1, I being 
the identity operator. 

Proof. According to [7] it is enough to show that 

K V X Y C F ) . (i) 

It is known that r(T) ejzo(T) <= a(T) and also that r(V) eno(V) [12] and that 
r(T) ^ max[Y(c7),r(V)] [5]. It follows that for Q > r(T) we have that r(R(Q, T)) = 
= [Q - r(F)]-i and r(R(Q, V)) = [e - r(V)]~K 

Let us consider the quantity 

Sy'E(R(Q, T)) = sup {v real : <R(Q, T) X, V'E) ̂  v(x, v'e), (2) 
<*,<> ^ 0 , x e f t \ 0 } . 

Since 
R(Q, T) = R(Q, V) + R(Q, V) UR(Q, T), 
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we derive easily that 

<R(Q, T)X, v'sy sg <R(o, v)x, -,;> + (R(Q, V) UR(Q, T)X, v'Ey ^ 

^ -~m<x'*> - , -7(V) '**•>'+ 

+ <C7Яtø, t / )* , Д((>, V'K> > 

Q — ryv ) 

Since a > 0 can be taken arbitrary small this implies that 

Svl(R(Q, T)) > ~^(y) = KR(Q, V)) for such e. 

According to Lemma 3.4 in [5] we deduce that 

J^-rJf) = r(R(e' T)) ~ Svi{R(Q> T)) > o -r(V) = r{R(8' V)) 

and finally that (1) holds. This completes the proof. 
Remark. It is an obvious consequence of the normality of the cone SI that (1) 

holds if r(U) > r(V). Thus, no(T) contains only isolated poles of R(X, T) as 
well. We also see that the assumptions of Theorem 1 and the Theorems given below 
are essentially needed only if r(V) ^r(U). If s}) = Jp is a Hilbert space then we 
have the following result. 

Theorem 2. Let U and V both in [£)] be ^-positive and self-adjoint operators. 
In addition, let U be compact and let a quasiinterior element UQ of ft correspond to 
its spectral radius r(U) : Uuo = r(U)uo, ||uol|.£ = 1. We assume that there is a 
system {ve}, ve e &\0, \\ve\\$ 7-= 0 such that Vve = r(V)ve + ye with ||-y£||̂  ^ 
^ e||z;e| I and there is a constant v independet of E such that 

fr» u°l <^ve. 
(Ve> UQ) 

Then the relation (1) holds, where T — U + V and therefore, the peripheral spectrum 
na(T) contains only isolated poles of the resolvent operator R(X, T). 

Proof. Let Q > r(T) and let e > 0 be given. Then, similarly as in the proof 
of Theorem 1, 

(R(Q, T) ve, up) > 1 (ye, up) \_ (ve, R(Q, U) UU0) 

(ve, uo) = Q — r(V) (ve, uo) Q (ve, UQ) 

and, according to the assumptions, 

(R(Q, T)ve,uo) 1 1 r(U) 
£= /Tr\~ — ^r ~T~ 

(Ve, U0) Q — Г(V) Q Q — Г(U) 
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Since e > 0 can be chosen sufficiently small, we deduce that 

(R(e, T) p» up) ^ 1 _ „ , D , „ T™ , ~ 
—(v»uo) > T^KFJ - m e ' n ' ( 3 ) 

On the other hand, 

r(R(e, T)) = \\R(Q, T)\\ = sup { ( * ( ^ * ' " ^ : * e & (*, «o) # 0 } 

and hence, according to (3) 

1 = r(R(Q, T)) > r(R(o, V)) -. * 
Q-r(T) ' ^ ' J " ^ w Q-r(V) 

which implies the required relation (1) and actually completes the proof. 
Remark. The condition concerning the system of approximate eigenvectors 

[ve}e>o is obviously satisfied if r(V) is an eigenvalue of V with an eigenvector 
VQ e ®. In this case ve = vo and ye = 0 for all a > 0. 

According to Theorem 1 and 2 the peripheral spectrum of T is a finite set. 
It is some times needed that it contains exactly one point. We present a simple 
condition which guarantees that card^o-(r) = 1. 

Theorem 3. Let U and V both in [^)] be ^-positive operators. Let V 
satisfy the conditions of either Theorem 1 or Theorem 2 and U let be compact and 
^-primitive, and, in addition, if V satisfies the assumption of Theorem 2, let U be 
self-adjoint. Then the peripheral spectrum of T contains exactly one point: na(T) = 
= {r(T)} and the corresponding eigenspace is one-dimensional. 

Proof. It is easy to see that the conclusions of either Theorem 1 or Theorem 2 
are valid. Hence na(T) = {r(T) = Ao, Ai,..., Aq}, q < + oo. The £-positivity of 
V implies that T = U + V is ^-primitive too. The required conclusions then 
follows using standard arguments [5]. The proof is complete. 

Next we show a model situation which is typical for some neutron transport 
problems [6], [9]. 

Let ^ be a nonnegative regular measure on a Euclidean space Ra, d __ 1. 
Let Q <-= Ra be a given closed set with ju(Q) = 1. As usual we denote by &(Q) the 
Banach space of continuous functions on Q with the supremum norm and by 
£P(-Q, //),/>__ 1, the Banach space of classes of /^-integrable functions with p-th 
power on with the norm 

IMliW) = J \u(s)\»dfz . 

In particular, £2(Q, /A) has Hilbert space structure with the inner product 

(«, v) = j u(s) v(s) d// 

and S°°CG, fi) is the space of classes of essentially bounded /^-measurable functions 
with the norm 

\\U\\LOO(Q9/J/) == sup ess u = 

= sup {\u(s)\ : 5 eQ\E, KE) = 0} . 
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Let / e 8°°(-0, /i) be such that f(s) ^ 0 /j-a.e. in Q and let U = t7(s, r) be 
square /* X /t-integrable on Q X Q and furthermore let U(s, t) ^ 0 /* X /e-a.e. 
in Q x Q. 

We define operators V and C7 by putting 

Vx=yoy(s)= f(s)x(s), seQ (4) 

Ux = y o y(s) = J * U(s, t) x(t) d/*(r) . (5) 
Q 

Theorem 4. Let the kernel C7 = U(s, t), s,teQ, satisfy the following con
ditions : (i) to every pair O ^ w and 0 ^ v in f&2(Q, fi), where u(s) ^ 0, v(s) > 0 
/^-a.e. in Q, there exists an index p = p(u, v) such that 

0 <$...$ U(s,ti) ... C7(tp_i, tp) u(rp) z<s) d/i(n) .. . dju(tv), dju(s) (6) 

U(s, t) = U(t, s), s,teQ. (ii) 

If C7 and V defined by (4) and (5) are considered as operators on £2(-Q, JU) 
then the peripheral spectrum na(T) of T= U + V contains only isolated simple 
poles of the resolvent operator R(X, T). 

Proof. Let 9) = 22(Q, JU), St = $ be the set of &2(Q, /*) -elements whose 
representatives assume only nonnegative values. Obviously, ffi satisfies (a) — (rj) 
and its dual is identical with $ if we associate the elements in St' with the corre
sponding representatives via the Riesz representation theorem: 

<x,y'} = (x,yY'), y' e ft', x, y 2%Q, fi). 

It is evident that C7 is SJ-indecomposable, self-adjoint and compact. Thus, there 
is an eigenvector UQ e ft, Huoll = 1> such that uo(s) > 0 //-a.e. in Q. 

If f(s) = 0 //-a.e. in Q there is nothing to prove because r(V) = 0. Thus, let 
us fix any representative for the class / and let us denote it also by / . Let 

Qe = {seQ:f(s)>r(V)- e} . 

Since / -^ 0 /J,(Qe) > 0 for every e > 0. Define 

1 for s e Qe 

{0 elsewhere. 
It follows that for Q > r(T) 

( 1 

and hence, 

where 

KQI - vyiVe] (5) = I TzrW for s eQs 

{0 elsewhere, 

R(Q, V)V€ = — -j^Ve — ye, 

for seQe 

elsewhere, 
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or else 

yfå~ ь-<vя™m •** ,eû-
We have that (ve, m) > 0 and 

\ye(s)\ ^ eve(s) /j-a.e. in Q, 
which implies that 

(ye> m) 
(ve> m) 

To complete the proof it is enough to show that r(T) is a simple pole of .R(A, T). 
But this is a consequence of the fact that each element of na(T) is a pole of R(X, T) 
and the S-indecomposability of T [11]. The proof of the Theorem 4 is complete. 

Theorem 5. Let f be a continuous and nonnegative function on Q. Let SQ eQ 
be such that 

/(so) = max {/(s) : s eQ} . 

Let the kernel U = U(s, t) be continuous and nonnegative on Q X Q and let 
U(so,t)>0 for teQ\Qo, where mes:Qo = 0. Then the peripheral spectrum 
na(T), where T = U + V, and U and V considered as operators on ©(£?), 
contains only isolated poles of the resolvent operator R(X, T). 

Proof. Let U, V denote the extension of U and V respectively on the space 
82(-G,fj) in which d(Q) forms a dense subset. We set f=U+ V. Hence, U 
and V remain bounded and U compact. 

Using the previous notation we easily see that U and V are ^-positive. An 
argument similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 4 shows that all the assump
tions of Theorem 1 are fulfilled if we put e.g. 

v'e = Ve > w'e =ye. 

It follows that na(T) contains only isolated poles of the resolvent operator R(X, f). 
Since every eigenfunction of t is continuous, we conclude that a(T) = a(t) and 
hence na(T) has the required form. The proof is complete. 

Theorem 6. Let the operators U and V defined by (4) and (5) fulfil the 
assumptions of Theorem 4 and, in addition, let U(s, t) > 0 [x X [JL-a.e. in Q X Q. 
Then na(T) = {r(T)} if T considered as an operator on S,2(Q,fi) and r(T) is an 
eigenvalue of T with a one-dimensional eigenspace. 

Proof. Let u and v be in fi / 0. Then 
(Uu,v)>0^ 

and thus, U is .^-primitive and so is T as well. The assertion is then a consequence 
of Theorem 4 and 3 and this completes the proof of Theorem 6. 

The following example shows that the conclusions of the previous theorems 
are not valid for quite arbitrary ^-positive operators U and V, where V is bounded 
and U compact. 

Let ?) = S2(0, 1) be the Hilbert space of classes of Lebesgue square integrable 
functions on [0, 1]. Let S8 be the cone of nonnegatively valued functions in 
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£2(0, 1). We define 

f(s) 
s є 

25—1 s є 

and 

K] 
(И 

U(s, ť) = 
for í, 5,ťб[o,i] 

0 for sє(y>l]> rє[0,1] and5є[0, 1], t є [y , l] 

Let U and V be operators in £2(0, 1) defined by (5) and (4). It is easy to 
see that 

[Tx] (s) = 
\[Ux](s) for se [ o , i 

[Vx] (s) for s є (H 
and thus, r(T) = \\T\\ = max (||C7||, ||V||) = \\V\\ = r(V) = 1. It follows that 
no(T) == {r(T)} = {1} however, A = 1 is not an isolated point of the spectrum 
o(T) and belongs to the continuous spectrum Co(T). 
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